
 VOLLE

 SOLIDARITÄT

 VORAUS!
VON DER HAVEL BIS ZUM MITTELMEER

DEMO ZU LAND UND WASSER

Wann: 14. Juni 2020

Kundgebung: Otto-Braun-Platz 

Beginn 13 Uhr 

Bootsdemo: Hermannswerder

13 Uhr mit Booten ab Wassersportzentrum  

Richtung Otto-Braun-Platz



OUR DEMANDS:

�We call upon the Brandenburg  
State Government to take immediate action:

�We also call on the Federal Government itself  
and in cooperation with the EU to take action:

We are an alliance of youth associations of political parties,  
trade unions and other initiatives. We are in solidarity with to the  

people at the external borders of the EU, in refugee camps,  
in deportation prisons and on the run.

The situation at the external borders is awful – thousands of people on the 
run are forced to live overcrowded camps in  

inhuman conditions with no prospect of continuing their journey.  
Protection against infection is not possible in the camps.  

The EU stands by idly as people are forced to hold out in undignified  
conditions and puts their lives in danger. Promises made to take in  
refugees have so far been fulfilled only to a tiny fraction, if at all.  

We demand: #leavenoonebehind!  
Human dignity must not end at the external borders of Europe!  

The protection of life and health must not be a question of nationality!

�Launch and implement a comprehensive, humanitarian reception  
programme for vulnerable people on the run!

�Solidarity with the Seebrücke – Movement and the alliance  
of „safe harbours“!

�Abolish all mass accomodations! – Decentralised accommodation  
for all refugees!

�Prime Minister Woidke must use the presidency of the  
Bundesrat to launch a new initiative to change the Residence Act  
so that the Bundesländer can take in refugees without  
the consent of the Federal Interior Ministry!

�Immediate evacuation of all refugees from the camps  
at the EU external borders!

�Reintroduction of stately sea rescue and decriminalisation  
of private sea rescue!

�Abolish Frontex and demilitarise the EU external borders!
�Creation of safe escape routes and the facilitation  

of global freedom of movement!
�Ensure fast, fair and constitutional asylum procedures  

throughout the EU!
�End economic exploitation. Fight the climate crisis and  

other causes of flight. Acknowledge climate refugees!


